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3. To date sixteen member or associate member countries answered the

letter.-/ Some designated officials, as suggested by tl:e EGA, and others
advised that the matter has been referred to the appropriate.departments

for further action. Only a few countries have so far made available to

the Secretariat specific trade policy information. Thus, comprehensive

and regular transmission of the re.uested information still remains to

be achieved as far as the bulk of member and associate member countries
is concerned.

*\ ?LT^ Secretariat °f the ECA also circulated a questionnaire,^
dated 1D February 19-63, in order to obtain information which would enable

it to assess the trade intelligence facilities existing in the national

administrations of African countries. Attached to this questionnaire was

also a short list of publications intended to provide a basic bibliography

on trade and commercial policy matters.-^/

5. To date, eighteen member and associate member countries' replied to
the questionnaire.^/ -. ..

6. The following is a brief summary of the replies received by the

.Secretariat at the time of writing this report, classified upder the main

questionnaire headings.

Algeria .

7. There exists a division of trade promotion in the Algerian ..Office

of Commercial action (OFaLAC), which systematically collects ■information

on trade possibilities from official and private sources. The: National

1/ Algeria, Dahomey, -Ethiopia, France, Gambia, Ghana, Nigeria, Niger,

Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United Kingdom. .

2/ See Appendix I for the text of the questionnaire. :.•••.

3/ See Appendix II for a revised version of the bibliography.

4/ Algeria, Basutoland, Chad, Congo (braza.) Dahomey., Ethiopia, Gambia,
,venya, Liberia, LalagasyRepublic> Nigeria, Federation of 'Hhodesia
and Lyasaland, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Uganda, United Kingdom and Zanzibar
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Office of Com^rciali^tion (OfeCO), on, of whose objectives is to explore

external markets according to the commercial interests and financial-poll

cies of Algeria, is in the process of organizing the setting up of a

publication. -.■■■■ - \-

A Bureau of Foreign'Trade Studies in being established, and the

publication of a bulletin is envisaged.

Basutoland ..», ,.,. ...■ , .. ... ■ . ■ ..,- . - .■ . « .

8... There is at present no. specific trade intelligence or information'

unit in the Territory, , . ;, .,

9. It is intended to set .up a central statistical bureau in 1964, and ,

it is expected th-.t part of its duties will be to collect and disseminate

trade intelligence.. ..-,.. :.,.. . .... ..•• . , ,, ■ .. •.■■.■,-... ■■ •

Chad •■ i :-:; '•' •:■:■ 'l' ;j ■ ■'" •■ ■ ■' >J " '■<
•10. Strictly speaking there is no general information service dealing

with economic questions in the Chad Government. However, certain depart

ments within the Ministry of Finance and Sconomy (Divisions of .conomic

Affairs, Customs, Income Tax, and Foreign Exchange Office) provide :

certain types of information in their respective fields. In addition

the Chamber of Commerce, Agriculture and Industry acts as a consulting ^

body to the Government.in economic matters. It is especially qualified'

for collecting, and disseminating all information of a commercial or econ

omic character, including studies of the means for enhancing the prospects

for trade.

Congo (Brazzaville) , .... ,.. ....

11, The Ministry of Economic. Affairs is in charge of internal and

external economic matters. 'The section of B: ternal Trade of t^is Kinietry

plans imports. ;of consumption and capital goods which are indispensable

to the economic' life of the country, is in charge of all trade negotiat

ions and agreements with foreign countries, and seeks outlets for Congolese

products in foreicTn countries, keeping in touch with Congolese embassies

abroad, with foreign embassies 'or governments, and with-Chambers of Conunerce

or private companies. There is a plan for creating a research unit
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v:ithin the Division of Economic Affaire whose role will be essentially

to collect, analyze and" disseminate.-all internal or external economic in

formation.

Dahomey

12, There is no information service dealing specifically with general

economic questions and conditions an&. opportunities in foreign markets.

Information of this kind ie collected "by the Division of Economic Affairs

in the Ministry of Commerce and Economy, and is used by its different sections

within the framework of t,..eir aotivities. The creation of a trade infor

mation service appears to be hig. 1$' desirable to the Government of Dahomey,

but there are at present budgetary difficulties,

Ethiopia

13» Existing Government Departments which deal with general economic

matters are the Central Statistical Oifice, the State Bank of Ethiopia,

the linistry of Commerce and Industry and the Office of the Planning Board.

While the above deal with the analysis of general economic conditions,

there are no institutions which specialize in the elucidation of trade

conditions and opportunities in foreign markets. However, similar studies

have been made I'rom time to time, dependin on the requirements.. ■ ■

14f The intentions of th. Imperial Lthiopian Government concerning the

establishment .of a trade intelli^nece unit have been adec^uately expressed

during the recent meeting .of the Standin^ Committee on African trade.

Gambia

15. The ECA questionnaire is scarcely relevant to Gambia at its present

stage for. the following reasons;- : —• ■

.(l) Gambia's exports consist almost exclusively of groundnuts for'

which the trade channels are well defined;

(il) The export of the crop is handled by the Gambia Oilseeds Larketing

Board, whose subsidiary company in London operates as a trade

■ , intelligence department of the Board;

(iii) Since Gambia is still a British Crown Colony, the Trade Intelligence

Service of the.United JCingdom is at its disposal in case reports

on possible outlets for oth^r products are required.
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16. In case a trader in Gambia seeks commercial intelligence through

official channels, he would "consult the Ministry of Finance which is the

responsible Ministry also for commercial affairs. ':

Ghana [ ; ■ - "''■

17- There are no specific intelligence and information units or depart

ments existing ;;within the administrative machinery of the Ghana Government

which deal with general economic matters and trading conditions and oppor

tunities in foreign markets.

18. However, officers dealing with economic and trade matters colleqt

information as a"nd when required for execution on specific work in hand.

19. The need for organizing adequate services of trade information is

already realized and an adequate library mi&ht be built for the prupose.

Besides the tapping of trade intelligence from our embassies abroad would

be intensified.

Kenya .. ■■-.•■'■ ■':■■■■■.'•'

20. An Export Promotion Council was established in 196I. It is a part-

time voluntary body appointed by the Minister for Commerce and Industry,

with the following reference: -'■"— --.'; . " '■, :

To keep under constant review the potential for.export of goods from

Kenya r.nd to initiate, facilitate and encourage such action as may

be considered practicable from time to time to promote exports from

Kenya. , ■

21. In addition the ^xecutive Officer of the Council gives day-to-day

assistance to exporters, deals with enquiries from overseas firms, etc.

22. There is also a Market Research Section of the Ecomomics and Stati

stics Division attached to tie Ministry of Agriculture for market research

into agricultural products. . *-■' ' "V' . '

Liberia ■•■■■" ■-■.;■ - ;; ' ' ---.■■ ■■"■ ■'■■■'■'

23;- The Government of. the Republic of Liberia .has within.its administrative

machinery the National Planninj Agency (created in 1962) which is responsible,

among other thin s, for dealing with matters of general economic nature.
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Except foreign trade statistics collected and compiled "by the Office of

National Planning (Bureau of Statistics), there is no unit or units under

the government that deal partly, mainly or exclusively with trade intel

ligence, trade promotion and commercial policy matters in Liberia at

present. . . .

24. The Division of Commerce in the Department of Agriculture and Commerce

is likely to be raised to the status of an independent Department of Com-.

merce and Industry. This department would consist of four bureaus, two

of which, the Bureau of Marketing and Exports, and the Bureau of Trade, '

would be engaged in the national trade intelligence service. Also the

projected Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation, with Government partici

pation, shall have to organize a trade intelligence service of its own

(for export products such as coffee, cocoa and piassava - iron ore and

rubber, which constitute 95 per cent of total Liberian exports, beign in

the hands of concessionaires). When it comes into operation, it shall

serve as a serai-official agency to supply trade intelligence to the

Government of Liberia, and this information shall also be accessible to

the trading community.

Malagasy Republic

25. There is at present no specific information service dealing with •

general economic matters or trading conditions and opportunities in

foreign markets.

26. The Malagasy Republic fully racognizes the necessity of creating a .

special service within the Ministry of National Economy, which would

particularly concentrate on general economic information and trading

conditions and opportunities in foreign markets.

27. The Government has decided to create in the near future .an Lcport

Office, one of whose main functions would be to disseminate all information

received concerning commerce, agriculture and industry. Also, Malagasy

embassies abroad pay special attention to questions relating to commercial

information and international commercial policy.
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28. There are no departments within.the administrative machinery of the

Republic of Mali which deal specifically with foreign trade information.

However, within the Ministry of Commerce and Transport many departments

are interested in this matter.

29- An official in the Office of the Minister of Commerce and Transport

is assigned to deal with gener 1 economic matters and with foreign trade

information. The Division of Economic Affairs of the Ministry of Commerce

and Transport also collects information of this nature.

30. The Mali Import-Export Company (Somiex), a state enterprise through

which the major part of the country's foreign trade is conducted, also

has a commercial information service.

Higeria ._ ; .

31. The Economic and Statistical Division of the Federal Ministry of Com

merce and Industry deals with general economic matters. Its functions-

include general reports on the pattern and direction of Nigeria's external

trade, survey of the import and export position, and the impact of local

manufacturing industries on imports and exports. The Marketing Division

of the Federal Ministry of Commerce and Industry deals with trading con

ditions and opportunities in foreign markets.

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

32. Each economic Ministry in the Federal Government (e.g. the Treasury,.

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Commerce and Industry, and Agriculture)

includes general economic matters and trading conditions and opportunities

in foreign markets within the range of its normal intelligence and

information services. Surveys, including.those of external trading con

ditions, may be carried out by the Ministry most directly concerned or

by the Ministry of Economic Affairs in the course of surveys of development

prospects.

33.. A specialized export promotion service exists whose main functions

include the exploration of trading conditions and opportunities in external

markets and. the supply of the knowledge obtained to actual and prospective
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exporters. This service is provided by specialized officers in the Mini

stry of Commerce and Indsutry, and specialized external posts in six out

side countries whose functions include the seeking out of market opport

unities and information for particular products in conjunction with part

icular exporters. Within the Federation, the dissemination of information

takes place partly through personal interviews and correspondencef through

the Ministry of Commerce and Industry's four sub-regional offices and

through co-operation with commercial and industrial associations and

journals. A large part of the work of the general intelligence section

of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry is also concerned with' economic !

conditions in other countries and it is this section which is responsible

for the collection and handling of publications for study.

34. The Tobacco Export Promotion Corporation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

maintain its own intelligence service.

Somalia

35. There is no specific intelligence and information.mnit in Somalia

dealing only with economic matters. The Ministry of Information publishes

through the newspapers and the radio information on economic matters of

interest to the whole public.

36. Somali embassies abroad have commercial attachees dealing with trade

intelligence matters. ""L"" "~ " ~~~ ; ' ; •" ' "'"'"

Sudan ■,;■■...■■■• :V"; ■

37. A marketing information and intelligence unit is developing in the

Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Supply, and it already receives a con

siderable mass of information. When it is fully developed, it shall deal' ■'

with trading conditions and opportunities in foreign markets. It. is also..,,

hoped to create an economic research unit in this division in due course.

Togo ' ..•-*.

38. There are no specific intelligence or information services in the

Togolese administration which deal with general economic matters and trading

conditions and opportunities in foreign markets. However, there are depart

ments which provide economic information either of a general nature or
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or concerning a specific sector of the Togolese economy.

39* The Government is at the moment organizing a Secretariat for Planning

and Organization. The question is whether an information service, when

established, isto "be attached to this Secretariat or to the Ministry Of

Economy and Commerce.

Uganda
| . . "':''■■

40. There are no specific intelligence and information units within Uganda's

administrative machinery which deal with general economic matters and

trading conditions and opportunities in foreign market. There are at

present no plans to set up a trade intelligence unit.

Zanzibar „ "

41. There are no specific trade intelligence units within Zanzibar's

administrative machinery which deal with general economic matters and

trading conditions and opportunities in foreign markets. The Office of

the Financial Secretary deals partly with commercial policy matters at _

Government level. . . . ■ . ■■".:■■

42.1 In view of the size of Zanzibar and its financial resources it would

be difficult for the Government to play an active role in trade intelli

gence activities. Such activities would necessitate the establishment

of a separate Government department with links abroad, which in the

present financial position Zanzibar cannot afford*
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Algeria , .

43-' OFALAC publeshies a monthely economic and legal bulletin, which serves

as a guide for producers and exporters.

44. Market information is also disseminated through the press and the ■

radio for the use of exporters to help them in selecting the best outlets

for their products. This information is also made available to embassies,

consulates and various economic agencies and business organizations abroad.

Basutoland

45. Numerous periodicals, such as the Financial Times, the Board of Trade

Journal and the Common-wealth Economic Committee commodity series, are re

ceived. . ,

46. Commercial information is mainly obtained from studies made by the

various specialized departments, and from otter public or private publica

tions of various origins. ■■ - ■

47. Available information frcm official sources is supplied upon request,

unless it is confidential.

48. Unofficial organizations, such as Les Syndicate des Commercants

Importateurs et Exportateurs d'Afrique Equatoriale, La Federation Rationale

des Syndicats des Commercants de l'Ouest Africain and La Jeune Chambre

Economique, supply their members with trade information.

49* Sometimes Chad resorts to the services of foreign organizations special

izing in market and economic development studies.

Congo (Brazzaville)

50. The Division of Economic Affairs obtains its economic information

from French or other foreign publications and makes it available on request.

51. The Chambers of Commerce collect and publish information on economic

matters in their monthly bulletin, and they work in collaboration with

French or other foreign Chambers of Commerce.
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52i Congolese embassies abroad supply commercial information upon request.

Dahomey . . , .

53. The Division of Economic Affairs subscribes to various commercial

and industrial newspapers and periodicals. In addition, it receives re

ports, specific studies, and other documents from the various inter

national organizations such as the FAO, EEC, International Coffee Agree

ment and Inter-African Coffee Organization. Occasionally, the Foreign

Affairs Division and embassies abroad also supply economic information.

54. The Ministry of Commerce and Economy issues a monthly economic and

statistical bulletin, which is widely circulated inside and outside Dahomey,

and is supplemented by an annual economic report.
].... .. . ^ . . ,

55. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry collects commercial information

and its service is at the disposition of both the government and the

business community, . .,

Ethiopia

56. The State Bank of Etl iopia receives adequate information on conditions

of. trade in foreign countries, but this is mainly used for the Bank's

purposes. However, the "Report on Economic Condition and Market Trends"

prepared by the State Bank and "The Quarterly Economic Review" published

by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry are avaiable for both government

and private uses. . .

57. There are no unofficial agencies that make regular studies of current

economic conditions. There are no connections with international consultant

and research institutions abroad.

Ghana , . ■■

58. Reports from Ghana-trade representatives and embassies abroad and ; -.

discussions with commercial representatives or embassies in Ghana, are

the main origin of trade information other than published sources. ,.

59. The information gathered is only for the us« of the Government, but .

private concerns that are directly affected are given the relevant, inform

ation.
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60. The Central Bureau of Statistics has regular supply of boo'-.s, doc- ( ■

uments and periodicals, and other departments also have documents, period

icals and some books. There are no unofficial agencies dealing with trade

intelligence matters.

Kenya . ■ :' ■ . . ■ .

61. The Trade and Economic Wing of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry

receives a regular supply of documents, periodicals, etc. on trade inform

ation. It publishes a monthly Trade and Supplies Bulletin, but as an

economy measure this is likely to be replaced shortly by a brief statistical

digest. ...

62. ka far as unofficial bodies are concerned, a limited amount of trade

intelligence work is carried out by the Association for the Promotion of

Industries in E&Bt Africa, and by the leading Chambers of Commerce. There

are no established regular connections with consultant and research

institutions abroad, although arrangements for ad hoc surveys are made

from time to time as ftinc.e are made available.

Liberia ■ , .

63. The collection of trade intelligence material in the Division of Com

merce of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce is scanty at present;

nor is tiiere any source of regular supply. However, the Division has the

facilities for attending international conferences dealing with economic

matters and obtaining access to unpublished or official sources of doc

umentation such as foreign service reports about economic conditions

abroad, appraisals of conditions and prospects etc. Foreign consultation

and research is not utilized on a retained basis.

Malagasy Republic

64. The Division of Economic affairs publishes articles about Madagascar's

economy in a monthly review, and supplies economic information to the

government and to the public on request.

65. The Chamber of Commerce of Tananarive also supplies information con

cerning commercial, agricultural and industrial activities and it publishes

a quarterly review. Similarly, the Chamber of Commerce of Tamatave
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66. The Chamber of Commerce obtain their information from various French

'afid other foreign newspapers, periodicals, reviews, etc.

.67. An unofficial organization, le Syndicat des Importateurs et Export-

\ateurs, deals with questions of commercial information but its services

have been up until now restricted to the business community.

68. Relations are maintained with foreign research and consultant firms

.for the procuring of market surveys and general commercial information.

"Mali

.. All the institutions dealing with trade information receive a certain

number of decuments, periodicals and newspapers,.including those.emanating

from the Kali Chamber of Commerce, and ocassionally have access to reports

of commercial attaches abroad and of the delegations participating in in

ternational conferences concerned with economic matters. , .

Nigeria ■ ■ '

70. The main sources of the trade information used by the Economic and

Statistical Division and the Marketing Division Q.f the Federal Ministry

of Commerce and Industry are books, periodicals, newspapers, reports by

Nigerian diplomatic missions and other relevant unpublished official

documents.

71. The official intelligence agencies serve not only the Government _

departments concerned with policy planning and trade information, but also

cater to the general interests of the trading public, through government

publications and answers to enquiries.

72. There are at present no unofficial agencies dealing with trade intel

ligence matters whose facilities are avilable both to the Government and

to the trading community. The Nigerian Government has no connections

with international consultant and research institutions abroad for purposes

of obtaining"market reports and general commercial intelligence.
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Federation of Hhodesia and Kyasaland

73. The main sources of information available to the Federal Government

are: regular and ad hoc reports and correspondence from Federal external

trade representatives and other Federal external representatives; periodic

trade missions; attendance at international conferences; published material

from a wide variety of sources; and unpublished material from Commonwealth

sources.

74» The Ministry of Commerce and Industry Export Promotion Service supplies

information to exporters by ad hoc circulars, by notices in the trade press,

and by a series of publications entitled "Notes to Exporters11 dealing with

particular countries. The hinistry of Agriculture also provides inform

ation direct to statutory organizations concerned with export marketing.

One of these - the Tobacco Export, Promotion Corporation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland-publishes regular Journals on various aspects of tobacco market-

75» Various private market survey organizations exist in the Federation,

some of them branches of world wide organizations, whose services are

available to exporters. ■ Iia,ny banks, merchants, commodity brokers and

stock brokers operating in the Federation likewise have widespread

external connections. .Four of the commercial banks operating in the

Federation publish monthly reviews of trade in the Federation and in other

countries in which the banks are represented. Specialized trade journals

.also give considerable coverage to external economic conditions. Various

"branches of the Government subscribe to specialized "unpublished"

commodity information services, such as Reuters. The Government also has

access to commonwer.lth sources of information, such as the Tropical Products

Institute and the Commonwealth Economic Committee. ' ■ - .

Somalia

.76. The Presidency of the Council of Ministers publishes the "Official

Bulletin" or "Bollettio Officiale" listing all laws and decrees including

trade, commerce, customs tariff, import/export regulations, etc. in Italian

and English.
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77- "Banco Nazionale" - The National Bank-publishes a financial news

■bulletin every 1-2 months.

78. The Chamber of Commerce in Mogadiscio sends to its members a

monthly newsletter which includes lists of foreign firms wanting contact

in Somalia for import/export. In. addition it circulates prices of various

consumers' goods at ten days' intervals.

Sudan
'"™

79. The marketing information and intelligence unit in the Ministry of

Commerce, Industry and Supply receives regular publications from different

sources and various countries. - ■ ■.,. t.-'^:-.}.

80. ' Cotton statistics of a quite comprehensive nature are published in

the press from time to time. ' ;Th'e department "of Statistics also publishes,

very detailed statistics of imports, exports, marketing of produce and

livestock, prices, movements by railway and river and other valuable general

information.

81. There are also some unofficial marketing reporting agencies publish

ing daily both in Snglish and Arabic. The Sudan Chamber of Commerce is

a good source of marketing information.

Togo

82. The General Statistical Office publishes a monthly bulletin on Togolese

external trade, and provides information on certain economic activities

of the country. The Economic Affairs Section collects and analyzes

economic information which helps to improve trade exchanges between Togo

and other countries. This section receives newspaper and periodicals,

especially with a view to assessing the market situation for tropical

products and directing the flow of trade accordingly. The Chamber of

Commerce publishes a monthly bulletin containing Togolese and Afridan

economic information.

83. The Banque Centrale des Stats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest fills in Togo

the role of an agency whose trade intelligence services are available both

to the Government and the trading community.
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Uganda *

84- Only a limited amount of trade information is collected and in the

crudest manner. There fts no systematic programme designed to collect,

collate, publish, or disseminate trade information. We have subscriptions

to some trade journals and purchase books which seem important/Access

is available only to commonwealth unpublished information. What little"

intelligence is collected remains within the Government.

Zanzibar . • ■ ..■■-•■ ■■:..■ , ■ ■ ..-■■>■'

85, ..Ttiere is no regular system of collection, collation, publication"*"' '

and dissemination of information but such information as is received from

Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom.~ publications and reports

is transmitted to the Clove Growers Association, a statutory institution

dealing with the marketing of Zanzibar's major export; cloves, and to

the Chamber of Commerce. . .. _
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III. Guidance for .^CA Assistance

Chad

86... It .is evident that the centralization of the sources of precise in

formation about goods offered "by foreign countries as well as about countries

which are likely to be interested in the local production would open new

possibilities for trade exchanges. This objective could be achieved by

the creation of a central information service in the ECA, charged with

the task of collecting and disseminating to all member countries commercial

information from all over the world which would be of interest to them.

Such documentation is assured to be given the highest publicity in Chad

through the medium of the Chamber of Commerce and other private institutions.

Congo (Brazzaville) - :

87- It would be desirable for the Economic Commission for ..frica to have

a comprehensive service of trade information and to publish monthly a

bulletin containing general trade information as well,as analytical

studies of market conditions, and a survey of the needs of various

countries for tropical products and of the existing outlets and the price

quotations.

Bahamas

88» Concrete assistance by the Economic Commission for Africa in the field

of trade information would be appreciated. Such assistance could take,

the form of a regular bulletin, containing studies on the production of,,

and markets for, all the principal commodities.

Ethiopia . . :

89. The Imperial Ethiopian Government welcomes the suggestion of the

Commission on the establishment of a trade intelligence unit within the

Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

90. Specifically, guidance on the following would be useful:

1. Recommendations on types of publications which the Economic

Commission for Africa, considers helpful in collecting adequate
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information dealing with, eur.rent economic conditions and market

trends in foreign countries.

2. Adequate information on trade of primary commodities with part- ■...-..

icular emphasis on those commodities haying relevance to African

. trade.

3. One of the main difficulties in the collection of information con

cerning trade is the prohibitive- fees charged by private consultant

firms. The Imperial Ethiopian Government would consider it useful

-■- 'to receive the suggestion of the Commission on ways and means- of

If. securing such information at the least possible cost, as-well as

the sources, ■ ■ -.- i . .-v. . • -■.;■;,-■■ . * -,-

Ghana

91. The Government will need additional trade information from, the EC*.-:.'-

on other African'countries. ".. - ; .: ;--'■ :...-.

92. It is considered that of greatest value would be more detailed ana

lyses of markets for specific commodities rather than generalized reports

on individual countries or trade trends. Before answering the question'

as to the scope of assistance we would be likely to request, we'would

appreciate more complete details than we appear to have available at ■-..-■ -.

present on.the forms of assistance that can be made available. "■" ■

Liberia

93. It' is probable that the Government of Liberia may approach the

Economic Commission for Africa to furnish the Division of Commerce all

relevant literature, periodicals and other published or unpublished; ..V- .\.

information on trade intelligence that the SCA may have. It is also - •

probable t;:.at the Government may approach the ECA, during the transitional

period, for taking up collection, compilation, analysis and publication

of trade intelligence for dissemination among African countries, including

Liberia, who at present cannot of r air own undertake such work.
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Secretary of the' LCA would'iin^iy 'make it possible" U-
Went of Liberia future guidaricfeT on the latter activities

to supply itsDivision of Economic Affairs with a sufficient number of

sources of commercial information as well as information on commercial

policy questions, to communicate to it price quotations for tropical

products, and to pWisV information on the markets for tropical products

forthnightly-or .monthly.. ,v. ... - „■.. -*'t . • ..-.._ y£ .. -'I

M-,li

,SA The Government. co*isad*rs that the >trade information services -have

In important role -to play in many fields, in^ ■ view of the pressing problems
of the opening of new markets and the ex^sion of^nte^t^ona-trade..

97. It is certain,-for instance, that better information"on the possibil

ities of trade with the African countries is indispensible, if the

economic intergaxion of *tbS continent * is not to be a'mere slogan- T-his

is, in fact,-a-nede^ary-prereciaisite for industrial planning as well as

for 'agricultural development on the oontinental-level.

98. As regards the assistance which the'Economic" Commission for Africa "

is prepared to offer Kali in tl:is connexion:

1,...- ECA could collect adequate, trade information on all African

countries, in general,' and on West", and Hortl- African -countries

in particular." It would be desirable that the Tommission

send the Kali Government periodically a French digest of the

most interesting publications published by or concerning, the

English or Arabic "speaking countries. Besides, Mali would-

like to receive UN economic1publications concerning other

■' ' developing regions - Asia and Latin America to be able to make

: -' ' useful'-comparisions; in fact all « publications would be welcome

Tae ECA questionnaire does not clearly;specify whether it would

■: 'be possible to send bulletins or periodicals subh as. for example
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Marches Tropicaux, West Africa or West1 African Trade. Mali would

like to know SCA's position on this point and also whether it

is intended to send a list of publications which ECA could supply.

2, Mali would appreciate the services of an expert who would assist

in better classifying the documents received. If this proposal

is acceptable in'priciple, this suggestion will of course have

to be examined more thoroughly. ". .. ■ ■ •

Nigeoria

99. Nigeria is likely to request guidance in the following directions:-

1. The pattern of- external trade of other member countries of the'

ECA. .. ■■■ ■

2. The development programmes of such countries.

] 3. Legislation affecting trade (in such countries).

100. The Federation would hope that any ECA Trade Intelligence Section

would take--on its; first taek the provision oT comprehensive- and: up-to-date

information on the facilities for intra-African"trada. This is a field

in which there are no other central sources of information which will- give

the subject the same detailed and unique attention which the ECA can

provide. It is also a field in which the large number of countries involved,

the-variety of market conditions and the limited aviability of publications

make the provision of trade intelligence by individual Governments part

icularly onerous, yet nonetheless necessary to the expansion of intra-African

trade. ' \ •,-* .-■■.■■ ■

101. The Federation'would like to bring to ECA's attention the possibility

of GATT setting up an International Trade Information Centre. The purpose

of raising this point is to ask to what extent ECA envisages co-operation

between the GATT project and its own in the field of Trade Intelligence,

and to express the hope that its study of a possible Trade Intelligence

Service will be complementary to rather competitive with GATT's.
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I^e quarterly Foreign Trade MMt« published by the ECi on reports

from the African member countries should, apart from new trade reflations,

also include a section on private firms .anting contact for import/export.

Sudan

^Sudan's main exports are cotton, ^um-arabic, hides and skins, ground

nuts, kernels and oil, sesame, cotton-seed, cattle, etc. Any information

that would help to make projections cf market trends, including prxoes,

would "je welcome.

Togo

104 The Togolese Government may request the ECA for one or two fellowships

for economic studies for the benefit of those who would he responsible

for the future information service (to be created within the Se3retanat

for Planning or the ICinistry of Economy and Commerce).

Uganda

105. Problems in Uganda really relate to need for qualified personnel.

Uganda can use as much assistance in this field as &£. is willing to give.

What can ECA do for Uganda in this field? . .

Zanzibar , ...

106. Zanzibar would need market reports on its export promts, including

information, based on market research, on the scope of expansion of the

market. It would also need information and commercial contacts for

purposes of exploiting possibilities of expanding markets through products

and processing variation of its agricultural products.
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and Conclusions

107. The replies received so far in the Secrstariat of the ECA give an'

impression of the importance attached "by African governments to satisfactory

trade intelligence services. They also show the variety of institutional

arrangements existing at present in this field. ..Pew Governments.have set

up their own intelligence units, but some more are:, planning to do so in

the near future. -Most Governments have divided the work among various,

departments within one ministry, usually the llinistry of Commerce or the

Ministry of Economic Affairs. In some countries the work has been assigned

to the Ministry of Finance or the Ministry of Agriculture. Only feV '

countries appear to,have shared out the tasks among more than one Ministry.

A few. are building up their planning agencies to encompass the field of

trade intelligence. Apparent in many replies is the important par;t assigned

to state enterprises or semi-official agencies, such as produce marketing

boards, in supplying trade intelligence. Another interesting feature-'-is

the important role played by the Chambers of Commerce in a number of '

countries, particularly French-speaking, as agencies analyzing and supplying

information to Governments and the business community. "

108. The main sources of information for tfes existing trade intelligence

services are various private, government and'international publications,

and reports received from commercial officers'attached to embassies abroad.

Very few Governments make use of the'services of consulting firms,' appa

rently because of the high fees charged'by these firms.: The few countries

which use such services, do so both on a regular basis and through ad hoc

requests. The information thus collected - and sometimes also processed -

appears in many of cases to be disseminated to official bodies as sources

of information for the public. Zn addition, some Governments may provide

otherwise confidential data tc private business directly involved in the

particular area of activity covered by this information.

109. It appears that one of the main problems faced by African Governments

in this field, in addition to the cost involved in building up satisfactory
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trade intelligence services, is lack of trained personnel. This is evident

in the many suggestions that the Economic Commission for Africa should

run a central information service and issue regular information bulletins,

on a fortnightly or a monthly basis. The suggestions as to the content

of such a service range from requests that the EGA might act as a clearing

centre for institutional developments in-African countries as far as they

may affect trade in the region, to demands for full-fledged market research

on an individual commodity basis. Assistance is also required in the

building up of national trade intelligence facilities, including, for

instance, requests for lists of suitable sources (publications, private

consulting firms), the provision of in-service training facilities in the

Secretariat of the LCA, and technical assistance in setting up national

intelligence units. ■ :■

110. At this point, it might be useful to recall briefly the purpose of

trade intelligence services, either on a centralized or a national basis.

Principally, a trade intelligence unit should be designed to assist

Governments in framing' their commercial policies. A secondary purpose

■would be to-help private traders (or semi-official marketing agencies)

in keeping abreast with the current market situation and prospects, and

in the adjustment of production and marketing.

111. Two main fields of activities can be envisaged for a unit serving

such a purpose:

i) activities of a fact-finding nature

ii) market research activities, i.e. situation and outlook analysis

The latter should inter alia include analysis of the underlying

economic relationships affecting the individual commodities in internat

ional trade. These relationships vary greatly from product to product

and from contry to country.

112. Market research aimed at analyzing the specific market potential for

a particular product requires a set-up significantly different from what

exists or can be expected to be established in the Secretariat of the

ECA. Such studies can best be carried out in the African countries

themselves to take account of the characteristic economic features of each
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individual country. The Secretariat of the ECA could, however, assist

member and associate member countries in compiling comprehensive lists

of sources for their national intelligence units, bearing in mind the

special needs to be served by them. Those request that cannot be met by

^CA could then be referred to the competent international organizations,

such as, for instance, .GATT or FAO. One of the aims should be to avoid

duplication.^/ Finally, mention cust be made.df the imminent attachment
to the Secretariat of a regional adviser in trade and commerce who, among

his other duties, would be at the disposal of African governments in

assisting them in setting up or reorganizing trade intelligence units.

113. Among the subjects suitable for periodic publication by a central

intelligence unit situated in the Secretariat of the'ECA appear part

icularly to be questions related to trading conditions in African

countries. Many governments have in their answers to the questionnaire

referred to the. scarcity of such information and expressed the desire that

improvements in this field be initiated by the ECA. This is an area in

which there is no ther central source of information. Moreover, the large

number of countries involved and the limited availability of publications

make the task of individual governments particularly difficult. Two useful

suggestions, which should be studied further, are, first, that the

Secretariat publish in French and English repectively those items of ' . -

interest which appear in the other language, and second, that it act as

a channel for contact between traders in African countries. However, with

reference to the second suggestion, the existence should be mentioned of

national trade directories or handbooks of commerce, with names of importers

and exporters which are issued in a number of. African countries.

This, obviously would apply to arrangements to be worked out with GATT

to ensure that activities of the ECA trade intelligence service will

not compete with^hose to be provided ty GATT's projected International
Trade Information Centre.
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114. The main conclusions as outlined above, may be summed up a, M1W

e need for trade intellignece services, as a basis for action

j government departments and individuals concerned with prod^t-

■ion.and trade, is clearly recognized in African countrxes.

ii) Market research in individual commodities is best carried out -

on a country basis. The Secretariat of the EGA could assist

in various ways in setting up or reorganizing national trade

intelligence units.

iii) It appears that the most effective contribution by the Secret

ariat of EGA would be to concentrate its efforts on the provisxon

of comprehensive and up-to-date information on the varxous

institutional and practical aspects of intra-African trade.
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VI. While the trading activity" in itself is generally a matter

parts abroad, it is being increasingly recognized that the government
in placing adequate and accurate trade intelligence - collection and

individuals or firms - could play/a crucial, role in the broader

ing adequate services of. trade information in the face of the

volume of country's international trade?

1??-.°^ y°u.°ffer any guidance on the question of direction and the

Economic Commission for Africa in the field'ofTpade'totelligenee?.
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